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Summary This paper describes different systems of small wind power plants with induction generators used in the Czech
Republic. Problems of wind power plants running with induction generators are solved within partial target of the research
project MSM 6198910007. For small wind power plants is used induction motor as a generator. Parameters of the name plate
of motor must be resolved for generator running on measuring base. These generators are running as a separately working
generators or generators connected to the power grid. Methods of control these systems as a separately working, directly
connecting to power grid, control by frequency converter and wiring by synchronous cascade are confronted on the
measuring base too.

1. INTRODUCTION
The power of wind is kind of renewable sources
on the world. For utilization these sources are used
wind power-plants with electrical generators. The
generator transforms mechanical power of wind to
electrical power.
The induction generator is used mostly for
transformation of mechanical energy. The induction
generator has these characteristics important for use
in wind-power plants:
•
easy control and operating of generator,
•
cheaper technology of production,
•
less weight,
•
high reliability,
•
possibility of use standard induction motor.
Disadvantage of using induction generator is
necessity supply and control of reactive energy.
The possibility of use small induction generator
manufactured as an induction motor working in
autonomous power network and working in parallel
run with distribution network will be described in
this paper.

where M (N m) is moment on the shaft and n (rpm)
are revolution per minute of the shaft. The input
power of motor is electrical power in terminals of
machine according to equation (2)
PEL = 3 ⋅U ⋅ I ⋅ cosϕ

(2)

Where U (V) is rated voltage, I (A) is rated current
and cos (-) is rated power factor. Loses are defined
as a difference between input and output power, see
equation (3).

PLOS = PINP − POUT

(3)

The input power is mechanical power on shaft
according to formula (1) and output power is
electrical power according to formula (2) for
generator mode of induction machine. The lose flow
is changed and loses are refunded by mechanical
energy. Some values of electrical and magnetic
quantities are changed for this replacement in the
machine. This fact is introduced by equivalent circuit
in the Fig. 1.

2. INDUCTION MOTOR AS A GENERATOR
Small wind power plants can work with
induction generator manufactured as a motor, the
recomputation some nominal parameters of machine
for generator mode is necessary.
The modification energy flow of machine occurs
in the generator mode. The characteristics
parameters of induction motor are classified by these
rules [2]:
The output power is mechanical power on the
shaft of machine and it is solved by formula (1).

Fig. 1. The equivalent circuit of induction machine

Equivalent circuits of a) induction motor and b)
induction generator are show n in the Fig. 1. The
inner generated voltage is given by formula (4) for
motor mode of induction machine.

U i = U 1 − Z1 ⋅ I 1
PSH = ω ⋅ M =

π ⋅n⋅ M
30

(1)

(4)
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Further, the inner generated voltage is given by
formula (5) for generator mode of induction
machine.

U i = U 1 + Z 1 .I 1

(5)

Where Ui (V) is inner generated voltage, U1 (V)
is terminal voltage and Z 1 I1 is voltage drop of stator.
For case, when the terminal voltage is constant in
motor and generator mode of induction machine, the
inner generated voltage is higher about double stator
voltage drop of. The size of inner generated voltage
is influenced by magnetic flow in machine according
to formula (6),

φ=

Ui
4,44 ⋅ N1 ⋅ f 1 ⋅ kv1

(6)

The mounting magnetic flow grows up magnetic
inductance, magnetic loses and magnetic current.
The magnetic current is dependent on power factor
of the machine and size of reactive energy.
In case, when the induction machine works
with decreased terminal voltage about double value
of stator voltage drop, the machine retains its
constant power factor. The decreased terminal
voltage and loses replacement limitative of rated
power of machine. The rated power of the induction
machine for generator mode is only 50 to 70 percent
of rated power for the motor mode.
Therefore, the using machine with double
size of rated power and machine running with
decreases terminal voltage is necessary for using
induction motor as a generator in practice.

3. INDUCTION GENERATOR WORKING IN
AUTONOMOUS NETWORK
Most of small wind-power plants are installed in
remote countries for supply in autonomous
networks. The supply of reactive energy to the
terminal of induction generator is needful for
creation of electromagnetic field in the induction
generator. The reactive energy is obtained from the
capacitors. It is assumed that size of the generator
inductance is same as a capacitor capacitance
according to the formula (7).

XC = XL

(7)

The formula (7) respects simplification, when the
no-load current is reflected as magnetization current.
The value of required capacitive reactance will be
obtained by formula:

XC =

U 1f
I0

(8)

and then value of the capacity:

C=

1
2 ⋅π ⋅ f ⋅ X C

(9)

Every electric source is characterized by inner
resistance with value R i. This resistance determines
so called “hardness source”. In case, when the
induction machine is used as source of electric
energy, the inner resistance is not only one of
important parameter of electric source. The leakage
reactance affects running state of induction machine
too. The leakage reactance is dependent on load,
voltage and frequency. Therefore, the constant
terminal voltage is required. The terminal voltage is
proportional to capacity of capacitor bank. Thus, the
controllable capacitor bank is required too. The
increasing capacity of condenser battery is attended
by increase of machine losses.
When the electric source is loaded, the
terminal voltage is decreased. This voltage drop is
given by inner resistance of the source Ri and
determines “hardness” of the source. And next, the
value of voltage drop influences reactive current
(See formula (10)).

I C = 2 ⋅ π ⋅ f ⋅ C ⋅U f

(10)

When the voltage drop is increased by virtue of
increase in load value, the slip is decreased. The slip
is zero at synchronous speed and its value is
decreased to negative value with speed increasing.
At complying with constant rotation speed of the
shaft, synchronous speed ns will be changed
according to formula (11):
n = ns .(1 − s) = konst .

(11)

The frequency of electric source is given by
formula (12):
f =

n⋅ p
60 ⋅ (1 − s )

(12)

Voltage and frequency drop will have
considerable field suppression effect; therefore
induction generator will be comparable to soft
source with derivational characteristics. Overloading
will be attended by decreasing of reactive energy
supplied by capacitor and machine will be complete
field suppressed. Voltage drop within knee of
derivational loading characteristics is bonded to
unload drive system. Since certain value of voltage
exists, condenser batteries are not able to excite
machine and voltage on terminals drops to zero.
Power factor of load has influence to “hardness” of
source too. In the case, that induction generator is
loaded by inductive load, the loading characteristic
is “softer”, and for possibility of next load is
required higher value capacity of capacitor bank.
However, when the capacity in the circuit is
increased, running efficiency of generator is
decreasing.
Generator
starting
must
proceed
with
disconnected loading. Induced remanent voltage
develops current flowing through capacitors, which
will excite the generator. In case of connected load,
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the current by windings of machine will be divided
to load current and current flowing through
capacitors, according to impedances ratios of load
and capacitor.
Last mentioned facts specify conditions for
optimal load of generator at autonomous network
running [1]:
a) the moment of load connection is determined
by value of terminal voltage of induction generator,
b) the value of load impedance is selected
according to load characteristic,
c) the maximal efficiency of induction generator
is at area “knee”of load characteristic; in this area is
generated loaded optimally,
d) induction generator may works all types of the
load. However, alll of no-resistance loads must be
fully compensated. Realization of control optimal
run of the generator can be realized by voltage
guards or multifunction programmable automat with
some analog inputs for example.

4. INDUCTION GENERATOR WORKING IN
PARALLEL RUN WITH DISTRIBUTIVE
NETWORK

to the distributive network is possible to realize in
few steps. The first step is switch generator to power
grid over resistors by contactor. After a few seconds
pause is switch main contactor and disconnect
contactor of resistrors. This method eliminates the
transient phenomena of switching [3]. Over-current
raises only fragment of rated current and its value is
dependent on value of resistor R. The relation
between maximum value of current and size of
resistor is introduced in Fig. 3. This relation was
obtained for induction generator (1,1 kW, 6poles,
0,4kV). The I M is amplitude of over-current.
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Problems of small induction generators running
in parallel cooperation with distributive network are
in eliminate of switching transient phenomena. The
reactive energy is supply by the distributive
network. The generator is connected to the network
when his rpm (revolution per minute) are in oversynchronous area. The connection of induction
generator to distributive network is followed by
over-voltages and over-currents. Typical transient
phenomena of switching induction generator are
drawn in the Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. The relation between over-current(Ω)
and size of
resistor R

The optimal switching of small induction
generator to power network is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Transient phenomena of switching induction
generator to the distributive network

The over-current is around 10 multiple of rated
current in this example. Relevant oscillation of
current with switching frequency may cause voltage
fluctuation in power network.
There are some methods of eliminate of these
transient phenomena. Using frequency converter or
softstart is possible to use for example, but these
methods are too expensive for small generators. The
connection of induction generator with small power
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Fig. 4. The optimal switching of small induction generator
to the distributive network

Transient phenomena are segmented to two
transient phenomena with minimal over-currents and
without over-voltages. The view of optimal
switching is realized for connection of induction
generator 1,1kW, 6-pole by resistor 50 Ohm and
1022 rpm in Fig. 4.

5. CONCLUSION
Both of these systems of small wind-power
plants (Parallel run with distribution network and
working in autonomous network) were realized in
the experimental laboratory of VŠB – TU Ostrava,
Czech republic. Future research will be directed to
compare yield of these systems on measure base.
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